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NIKE FLAGSHIP STORE NYC
Launched their Tech Pack series in 
stores which highlights clothing  
products and their innovative, 
engineered materials.4

SELFRIDGES FRAGRANCE LAB
The lab offers a pseudo-

scientific process for selecting 
personalized fragrances with 

visual questionnaires and sensory 
experiences. 3LAB RETAIL

"Scientifically styled spaces that 
not only look like a hotbed of in-
novation but also foster genuine, 
measurable interplay between 
brand and customer"1 are the fu-
ture of retail; we are coining this 
"Lab Retail." The trend is popping 
up first in three key retail markets 
—FOOD, BEAUTY and CLOTHING 
which emphasizes the process of 
making.

In FOOD, Starbucks has in-
troduced their Reserve Roast-
ery, which is being dubbed as the 
"The Willy Wonka Factory of 
Coffee." 2 The new space has two 
coffee bars, a restaurant, library 
and production plant all under 
one roof. "A line of hulking gray 

machinery surrounded by a 
waist-high balustrade...sits in 
the middle of the space, and you 
can lean in and watch beans 
roasting." In BEAUTY, Selfridges 
is creating new ways for custom-
ers to get hands-on with their 
products. The London-based 
store is providing a scent formu-
la prescribed to each individual 
based on an analysis of one's 
character and exploring their 
personality traits.3 And in 
CLOTHING, Nike is using inno-
vative displays to highlight the 
science and engineering behind 
materials used in their apparel, 
footwear, and other sporting 
goods.

Consumers are increasingly trusting the assurances 
of science when choosing a brand
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4 http://retaildesignblog.net/tag/nike/
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STARBUCKS RESERVE 
ROASTERY
Created a cafe that doubles 
as an experiential production 
plant brewing one-of-a-kind 
coffee. Its part store, part 
theater. 5

“Our use of 'lab' for the project was deliberate...we wanted to 
affirm to the consumer the constant...development involved 
within the brand to deliver a tailored to precision product."

 —Steve Wynn, Campaign

1 Stylus, "Scientifically Styled Retail Spaces," July 2014.
2 Fast Company, "The World's Largest Starbucks is The Willy Wonka Factory of Coffee," Dec. 2014
3 Retail-Week.com, "Selfridges Fragrance Lab Takes Shoppers on a Perfume Journey," May 2014


